Impressive Ceremonies Mark Charter Day

VETERANS' POOL SHOWS NEED FOR PAY INCREASE

By William Gordon

As a direct result of a recent "cost of living" poll of over 400 School of Business students, a resolution has been submitted to the American Veteran Committee, an arm of the New York City College, demanding the implementation of a new pay scale for veterans. The survey revealed that 60% of the respondents are in favor of the proposed increase.

The proposed scale, which will be effective immediately, will allow $90—type pay for veterans. A complete resume of the Council, The Ticker, and the Interclub Board will be presented to the faculty.

Now Hear This...

All Hands On Deck On BR

As part of the movement to prevent the deterioration of the collective psychological security inherent in inter-functional competition, and in the words of the well-known authority on chicken and pots, Hoobert Heever, an Insignia Tea Set For SC-SA will be awarded at 8 this evening. The PDR Lounge sponsored by student council will receive the keys. Highlights of the ceremony will include the awarding of the Major Insignia Keys to Robert E. Sussman and of the John Ferguson Medal to Murray Weidenbaum. These awards, usually presented during the Charter Day ceremony held last week, are among the most worthy honors in student affairs.

A fitting climax to the event was the presentation by Dr. Robert F. Wagner, former Mayor of New York, of the time capsule containing a history of the college plus documents and pictures depicting the first century of its existence. It was presented to the campus by the President, and the students present were ushered into the garage where the capsule was placed. At the conclusion of the program, President W. F. Wagner supervised the ceremony and made a short speech for the occasion. Following the ceremony, the capsule was ceremoniously opened and carried away.

By Winnie Ginzberg

SC-ICB Set Maximum On School-Wide Rallies

A series of five resolutions governing school-wide extracurricular activities were passed last week at the Interclub Board meeting. The resolutions are aimed at reducing the number of meetings and the number of speakers per meeting.

The ICB Publicity Committee will, beginning next semester, publish a two-page "Beaver Bulletin" for Monday morning distribution. The "Bulletin" will include a college calendar giving a complete day-by-day listing of all student activities, as well as a breakdown of student functions.

Because only thirty-five of the fifty school organizations are at present represented on the ICB, interfaith in tonight's meeting of the Interclub Board will be scheduled and open dates for all facilities.

The celebration was begun at 10:00, when to the strains of Wagner's "Ranvegen," a procession, composed of faculty, students, and guests, started south along the second avenue and then turned west to the Great Hall on the main campus.

President Harry N. Wright opened the celebration with a speech, which was followed by speeches from the students and faculty. The honored guests and guests of the school awarded students with some of the decorations to be presented at the end of the war.
Senior Celebs... Brief Enough

By Harry Brown

The young lady who posed alluringly in the Ticker's advisory

There was a time not too long ago when the City College of New York was a hotbed of intellectual activity. The students were eager to learn and eager to teach. They studied hard, went to classes, and took exams. They were passionate about their work and loved to debate with one another.

The main campus was bustling with activity. The library was open 24 hours a day, and students could be seen studying there until the wee hours of the morning. The halls of the college were alive with the sound of learning.

The professors were dedicated to their students and were always willing to help them. They were accessible and approachable. The students knew they could go to them for help with any problem.

The City College was a truly great institution, and it continues to be so today. It is a place where students can learn and grow, and where they can find the support they need to succeed.

Old Timer Retires

City Bids Doc Bradford Adieu

The students did not want to see their beloved teacher go, but they knew that it was time for him to retire. His services to the college were greatly appreciated, and he will be missed by all.

Doc Bradford was a beloved professor at City College. He had been teaching there for many years, and had built up a strong following of students. He was known for his dedication to his students and his commitment to teaching.

The college honored him with a special ceremony, and his students came to bid him farewell. He was presented with a gift and a speech was given in his honor.

He is seriously missed, and we wish him all the best in his retirement.

The Significance of This Moment

In the Life of City College

The opening of the new building was a significant moment in the life of City College. It marked the beginning of a new chapter for the institution.

The new building was a symbol of the college's growth and progress. It was a sign that the college was moving forward and that it was ready to take on the challenges of the future.

The dedication ceremony was a special occasion. The college's leaders and faculty spoke about the importance of this moment and the potential for the new building to bring about positive change.

The ceremony was a celebration of the college's past and its future. It was a moment of great pride and joy for all who were involved.

The new building will be a source of pride for many years to come, and it will serve as a reminder of the college's commitment to education and excellence.

City Nine Drops Pair; Fountains Redmen, Jaspers

Soph-Junior 10 Stops 3B, 5-1

After a heart-breaking 9-7 loss to NYU on Thursday, the City College baseball team bounced back with a victory over the Redmen. It was a hard-fought battle, but the team was up to the challenge and came out on top.

The game was played at the home field of the City College baseball team. It was a close game, with both teams putting up a strong fight. However, the team was able to edge out the Redmen and secure the win.

The team was led by their star players, who performed well under pressure. They were able to keep the Redmen at bay and maintain their lead throughout the game.

The victory was a welcome relief after the loss to NYU. The team is now looking forward to the next game and will be working hard to prepare for it.

Fencers Finish Great Season

City Nine Drops Pair; Fountains Redmen, Jaspers

Jintuips

By Herb Thos

Three Ring Circus is Success

By Herb Thos

The students were thrilled to see the Three Ring Circus, which was a hit with the crowd. It was a fun and exciting event, and everyone had a great time.

The circus was held in the college's main auditorium. It was a large affair, with a large crowd in attendance. The performers were talented and put on a great show.

The circus was a great way to celebrate the end of the semester. It was a fun and festive event, and everyone was in high spirits.

The students were looking forward to the next event on the college calendar.
**Banter To Talk Here On Vets’ Problems**

By Paul Omen

In an attempt to acquaint veterans with the aims and purposes of the American Veterans Committee’s annual convention which will be held in Milwaukee beginning June 20, Charles G. Bolte, national chairman of the AVC will speak to Downtown City College vets Thursday at 12:30 in 4N.

Mr. Bolte has been head of the AVC since January, 1944, when he took the post following his discharge from service. The New York-born Dartmouth graduate spent three years in the British Army, having joined the Royal Rifle Corps immediately following his graduation. He served in the Middle East and fought against Roosevelt’s Afrika Korps until the loss of a leg cut short his military career. Upon his return to the States, he became interested in AVC. Soon after, he accepted the post which led to the tremendous development of the American Veterans Committee into a forceful, liberal organization.

**Business Bulletin Appears Tomorrow**

The Centennial issue of the Business Bulletin will be placed on sale tomorrow by the Economics Society. Under the editorship of Murray Weidenbaum, this issue will contain articles on taxes, credit, foreign trade, finance, the stock market, statistics, economic theory, and book reviews.

**Broadway Star to Judge Speech Contest Finals**

Ed Begley, cast member of “All My Sons,” will be one of the judges at the Speech Declamation Contest Finals, which will take place Thursday at 12 in 404. Joe Bartell and Joel Ponsen will compete against one upperclass representative.

**Applications for Ticker Execs Due**

Applications for the position of editor-in-chief and business manager of The Ticker for the fall semester are now being accepted by the Ticker Association. Students should submit a list of qualifications to Miss Selma Seger, secretary of the association, in care of the Department of Student Life.

**College Stew**

Everyone’s Doing It

In their new membership drive Social Hellcats has acquired 120 new members in five days. Next term they plan to have the participation of 30,000 students of both centers in the forthcoming Fresh Air Frolics.

**Activities**

The Heinrich Reine Club will hold its spring social Friday at Robert’s Brook. The club is also going on a beatnik Memorial Day Picnic at Green Lake.

**Folk Dance Festival**

The McGahon Resolution will be discussed at the AYD meeting Thursday at 12:30 in 1103.

**Zeta News**

Thirty-two delegates will represent Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. at Columbus, University of Chicago. The National Convention will be held in Philadelphia June 21-23. The chapter’s elections will be held on May 27 at 8—the last meeting of the semester.

**Class News**

Class of ’47

A desk has been set up in S-12—

F. C. H., Class of ’47, in the Department of Student Life—

To receive payments for the Commen-

memorabilia... A meeting of the Class is to be held at Pittsfield, June 23 and 24.

Class of ’48

An Open Meeting will be held Thursday...

The Senior Prom and ’48 Lexicon.

Class of ’49

The Junior Prom and next term’s slate will be taken up Thursday at 7 in the Commencement Hall.

**Accounting Society to Sell Semi-Annual ‘Forum’ Mon.**

“Husband and Wife Partnership and Accounting Romance,” by Mrs. R. E. Reitz, will be the feature article in the May 1947 edition of the Accounting Forum which will be sold starting on Monday, May 29. In the past the copies will be sold in the Accounting classes to any student who desires extra, back issues or subscriptions, or who wishes to subscribe may do so at the Forum office, 905.

The Forum “also contains articles on the following topics,” written by John R. Begley, Professor of Finance at Creighton University, and secretary-treasurer of the Nebraska Board of Examiners for CPA’s for the past five years. Something new, as M. C. A. as 45, to be showed R. Kuttner, a graduate of CCNY, on “Depreciation and Federal Taxation.”

Also in this issue are the November 1946 AIA questions with the Practical problems and the questions and answers to the Law, Tax and Auditing examinations.

**Dollars for You**

Make Money During School Hours

Fores and small investments now available. Good commission. Write: Al & Helen, 605 Brook, Broadmoor—Immediate!